Smart Home

The beginning of a smarter home

Ambi | Kodak | LaMetric | Netatmo | Tend

Personalized Comfort - Made Easy With AI
The world’s First AI Enabled Smart Air Conditioner Controller - But what is AI?
Nowadays, Machine Learning is considered to be the most effective
approach to achieving Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning involves training a machine to learn
from a large amount of data, leading it to adapt its program pattern based on what it learns.

Ambi Climate

Personalised comfort Made Easy with AI
Ambi learns from your feedback to auto-adjust your air conditioner, and
maximize how you feel and save up to 30% on energy.
Taking Everything Into Account
Do you know what affects your comfort? We do. Ambi Climate’s sensors and
live data will help create a personalized Comfort Profile, to optimally adjust your
environment based on you.

Unique, machine learning algorithms
anlyze and learn what makes you most
comfortable, then adjust to you.

Discover a Whole New Level of Smart
Say goodbye to constant AC adjustments. See how Ambi Climate uses
machine learning to maintain your comfort.
AI Engine and Multiple Sensors
Intelligently learns from your feedback and analyzes online data to deliver the
comfort you didn’t know existed.
IFTTT and Alexa enabled, plus an open API
for you to enjoy.

Control at Your Fingertips
Always stay on top of things; view AC run time, average temperature and
humidity, your favourite modes and your unique comfort profile.
RRP: 1 499 SEK / 1 056 DKK* / 142 EUR*

Save up on energy costs and cut up to
30% off your electricity bill each month

A technology company focused on imaging.
Kodak provides - directly and through partnerships with other innovative companies hardware, software, consumables and services to customers in graphic arts,
commercial print, publishing, packaging, electronic displays, entertainment and
commercial films, and consumer products markets.

Video Monitor CFH-S10

The KODAK Video Monitor CFH-S10 brings you closer to the people, places, and
pets that you care about - no matter where you are. Check in with loved ones
using smooth HD streaming video, crisp two-way audio, and automatic night
vision using the free iSecurity + app (iOS, Android).
• 2-way Audio Talkback
• Lifetime 24-Hour Cloud Storage
RRP: 999 SEK / 715 DKK* / 96 EUR*

Video Monitor CFH-S15

The KODAK Video Monitor CFH-S15 elevates the viewing experience by adding
the ability to pan 350° left and right and tilt 105° up and down to give you full
control so you can see more of what matters.
• Night Vision
• 2-way Audio Talkback
RRP: 899 SEK / 649 DKK* / 87 EUR*

Video Monitor CFH-V20

The KODAK Video Monitor CFH-V20 boasts an expansive 180° field of view so
you can see the entire room, Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) to automatically
correct scenes with extreme lighting conditions and a detachable USB camera
for greater mobility.
• Lifetime 1- Day Cloud Storage
• 2-way Audio Talkback
RRP: 1 299 SEK / 929 DKK* / 125 EUR*

Technology should be our tool for reaching better productivity
The clock is a simple and habitual object. From the early days, the clock makes us more organised
by indicating what to do every moment of the day — not to be lazy and wake up for school,
do homework in the evenings, don’t spend too much time on watching cartoons, try to be on
time for our first date.

LaMetric

LaMetric tracks time, weather, emails, calendar events, tweets, followers, news,
deadlines and any other metric needed for your home or business, and displays
them almost in real-time! It works as an always-on display for the whole family
by showing notifications from smart home devices and allowing anyone to
control them with the click of a button. LaMetric Time eliminates the need to
check multiple apps or news sites for the information you need. Instead, you
receive key information at a glance, all in one place. The possibilities are endless.
It also shows real-time notifications from IFTTT-connected services. LaMetric
Time is standalone Wi-Fi device, iPhone or Android smartphone is needed for
setting it up and configuration only. The interface is easy to use: left and right
buttons for navigation between the apps, middle button for taking related
actions. The form factor is sized to fit well on a table, shelf, shop-front or a
counter.
• Track weather, emails, events, tweets, followers, news, deadlines and other
metrics from the Internet almost in real-time.
• Wake up to your favorite Internet radio stations, stream music to stereo
speakers via Bluetooth.
RRP: 2 299 SEK / 1 742 DKK* / 234 EUR*

Your imagination. Our technologies. Connected.
Netatmo develop groundbreaking, intuitive and beautifully-designed connected consumer
electronics. Truly smart, their innovative products provide a seamless experience that helps users
create a safer, healthier and more comfortable home.

Wifi Wind Gauge

The anemometer is equipped with four ultrasonic sensors that continuously
transmits signals. The anemometer uses variations of these signals to reliably and
accurately measure wind speed and direction.
• You can set up how you want to be notified if the wind reaches a certain speed
• Get a more accurate ”feels like” temperature using the weather station app.
RRP: 999 SEK / 715 DKK* / 96 EUR*

Wifi Rain Gauge

Rain Gauge measures the amount of rainfall per hour and the total amount of
rain over longer periods of time. The measured values can be transmitted via
Wi-Fi to Netatmo Weather Station and presented through the unique app on
your phone.
• Keeps track of the flowers need watering, or if there is a risk of flooding
• Rainfall is shown directly in the app
RRP: 699 SEK / 499 DKK* / 67 EUR*

Wind/Rain Gauge Mount

Netatmo bracket makes it easy to mount your Rain / Wind gauge on a wall, ceiling, pole or railing.
RRP: 279 SEK / 199 DKK* / 27 EUR*

Smart Radiator Valves

Save 37% on your energy consumption
and reduce your carbon footprint with
the Netatmo Smart Radiator Valves.
Manage your home centrally from your
smartphone. Change the temperature
room-by-room from your bed or from
anywhere in the world. Schedule your
heating for your return from a holiday.
• Apple HomeKit approved

Weather Station

A new and unique comfort monitor that
keeps an eye not only on your local
weather but also the air quality and
noise levels both indoors and
temperature both outside and inside.
• Displays temperature, air quality,
humidity etc.
• Two sensors that measure the climate
indoors and outdoors

• Create a heating schedule based on
your daily routine
RRP: 1 999 SEK / 1 429 DKK* / 192 EUR*

RRP: 1 649 SEK / 1 179 DKK* / 159 EUR*

Thermostat V2

Healthy Home Coach

It replaces your old thermostat and
allows you to remotely control your
heating system from your smartphone.
All that is required is that the Thermostat is compatible with your heating system and that you have a WiFi network
at home.

Measures precisely what matters to
get a healthier home and lets you
know when something needs to be
improved. With 4 accurate sensors
you can measure your room’s
temperature, humidity, noise and
indoor air pollution level.

• Apple Homekit approved

• Monitor the sound level to achieve a
good night’s sleep.

• Remotely control your heating system
from your smartphone
RRP: 1 799 SEK / 1 289 DKK* / 173 EUR*

• Apple Homekit approved
RRP: 999 SEK / 715 DKK* / 96 EUR*

Presence

With Presence, you can prevent burglary or vandalism to your property. Use
streaming video to view your property in real time and receive alerts through
your smartphone.
Presence detects and reports in real time when someone moves around around
your home, car, driveway or your pet in the yard.
• Extremely long detection of up to 20 meters
• Compatible with IFTTT
RRP: 2 999 SEK / 2 149 DKK* / 289 EUR*

Welcome

Welcome send the names of the people it sees directly to your smartphone. You
will be notified when your children or your parents are home. The camera also
lets you know when it sees a stranger. You can easily see who right now are at
home through the app and get access to a live stream and information about
past events.
• Wide viewing angle of 130 degrees
• Superior night vision
RRP: 1 999 SEK / 1 429 DKK* / 192 EUR*

Despicable Me 3
Let the Minions tend to what matters most! These fun and friendly HD Wi-Fi cameras
allow you to check in while you’re away, capture silly pet videos using the Pet Highlight
Reel™, and transform your own voice into Minion-ese with the Minion translator.

Minion Security Camera

Heading out? Let Stuart keep his eye on your favorite people, pets and places
with the new Stuart Cam HD Wi-Fi camera that helps any family tend to what
matters most, even when they can’t be there. A built-in motion sensor triggers
Stuart Cam to automatically begin recording when movement is detected.
Receive instant notifications, review captured footage and get a live view of
what Stuart Cam sees in real time. Night vision ensures Stuart Cam never misses
a thing, providing round-the-clock monitoring and peace of mind. Each camera
comes with 24 hours of free and secure cloud storage. Stuart Cam also delivers
a personalized Pet Highlight Reel™, using smart pet detection technology that
automatically summarizes a pet’s best moments of the day into a fun
music video.
• Two-way Audio Talkback, talk as a Minion with built in voice changer
• Lifetime 1-day Cloud Storage
• Night Vision
RRP: 699 SEK / 499 DKK* / 67 EUR*

For more information regarding our products, please visit
www.reseller.vendora.se, call one of our sales associates
or email us at info@vendora.se
*Price is based on currency conversion as of 7/05/2018
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